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Snow zest for life.
#zestforlife
EVERLASTING SNOW CRYSTALS STICK IN YOUR MEMORY.
You smell it first. Then you feel it. What a pleasure to
see the delicate snow flakes again. In the beginning
only the surfaces get covered by a feathery white.
Pulses quicken. Winter wakens.

No question about it! When winter comes, the time is
ripe to bring the alluring attitude toward life up from
the cellar. Right into the Alps. Up we rise to the top.
Down again on the planks that mean the world. Sharing the evening with friends. Cherishing moments.
This is when superficiality trails
away. Ciao and servus.

Superficiality rules in modern life.
"What a shame," we alpine souls
say. Thank goodness Mother Nature doesn't play that game. The
laws of nature are simply stronger,
apparently indestructible. Even
so, alpine people have learned to
handle natural resources with care.
Water turns into snow. Mother Hulda would be delighted.

You cannot buy zest for life. It’s a
daily present. Time and again ready for collection. Just take care not
to miss the right time.
Drop by, experience many #evamoments and give yourself wintry
alpine zest for life. Way below the
surface.

This is the way the delicate covering always turns into a snow-white
blanket.
So the light covering turns into a solid cover
over the hard, green, temporarily invisible ground. Does this encourage
zest for life?

With warm regards from Saalbach,
Daniela, Eva and Hans Unterkofler
& the whole eva, Team
Saalbach 1,008 m
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Cobbler.
Please don’t stick

HONESTLY, DON’T.
BECAUSE THIS VILLAGE IS FULL OF PIONEERS.
Let’s get one thing straight right off the bat. One
cannot deny that Saalbach people have the courage for new ventures. Obviously many of them were
born with a pioneer gene. People are used to conquering rough terrain up the mountain. And down
in the valley. Perhaps someone still remembers. In
the middle of the last century skiing became a true
tourist magnet. More and more people wanted to
cruise the white mountains. To pass some eventful
time in the Alps. This was naturally accompanied
by a rapid improvement in equipment. New companies came up. Innovations were on the agenda
nearly every day. Driven by alpine fascination and
enthusiasm for the sport.

to your last.

Innovative capacity? "We didn’t know the term
at that time. We were always trying to find new
ways in order to just make a living. In villages where they built ski lifts in the highest alpine regions,
bold heads with imagination and persistence were
badly needed. Challenges like those shape people
for generations." In all modesty. Greti never was
content with run-of-the-mill ideas. Her credo was:
For Saalbach only the best is good enough. That’s
how the guesthouse that Greti established alongside her cobbler business evolved into today’s eva,
hotels over the years.

Footwear manufacturers on holidays in Saalbach
were pounded with ideas until they got seriously
involved in the development of alpine footgear.
Kastinger, a manufacturer from Seewalchen in Upper Austria, was one of the first. Haunted by the
pioneerng spirits of Glemmtal, he jumped into the
development and production of ski boots. First
point of sale: Saalbach. In the following years Kastinger became one of the market leaders. Thanks
to the curious and tenacious Saalbach people.
Eva’s mother Greti Lossberger has always been
a mainspring in this business. "When the Kastinger family was on holiday in our guesthouse,
new ideas were enthusiastically developed and
refined. We'd already sold Kastinger street shoes
in our shop. It was a very creative relationship,"
Greti recalled.
Back then you could feel the spirit of optimism
throughout the alpine republic. People were searching for new and better solutions.
For all aspects of life. "The number of inventors
was huge," Greti said about those unforgettable
times.
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Besides the shoe gear business, new enterprises for
skiing apparel and accessories succeeded. "It really was an exciting time. We didn’t have much. We
went into the mountains with nothing but stretch
trousers and a Nordic sweater. I nearly froze my
butt off," she said. Rather hard to imagine in times
of cars and ski lifts with heated seats.

"Mum was a true innovation driver. She never
gave up when she took something in her head.
And she knew how to sell her ideas. She even managed to establish international top-labels in Saalbach. Truly unthinkable at that time," Eva says
proudly as she looks back.

"Common ground
had a completely different
significance in the past."
Greti Lossberger
grandmother | mother | mother-in-law

The first sponsorship: In the 1970s Hans Enn was
the greatest skiing talent throughout the valley. We
asked the company Kastinger to support the boy
with racing boots. It did not take long. A gift was
made and the first sponsorship in the valley made
history. In the following years Hans showed his
thanks with great results.
Achievements of Hans Enn: Bronze medal, giant
slalom, Olympic Games and World Championships 22 podium positions, among them six World
Cup victories, 2nd & 3rd places in the Giant Slalom
Overall World Cup, five-time national champion
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Me. The moment.
The selfie.
#evamoments

THE UNTERKOFLERS
THAT DOES ME GOOD

LUCKY HANS
With adrenaline. In small and large quantities. That’s what I really need. That’s what’s good for me. Running or
hiking, for example. In the winter it clears your head, airs your cerebral ganglia, satisfies. Afterwards you feel
marvelously alive. Motion generates sweat, sweat stirs up ideas. Without sweat, no prize. You can't work up a
sweat at a desk. Reward yourself with a shower. Hot, then cold. That'll get your blood circulating. If time allows,
I love to have our Kathi give me a refreshing massage. Wellness for men, that’s what it is.

DANIELA AND THE MOUNTAINS
Put yourself in the
picture. It’s easily done
with the eva, selfie
sticks. Awesome.

Even when off-duty, Miss Jack-of-all-trades seeks a challenge. Armed with touring skis, she follows the siren
song of the mountains. "I need to have a fling – either on top of the mountain or down in valley". Preferably every
day if she finds a slot. The vastness of the horizon, the unspoiled view of the mountains, the feeling of unlimited
freedom. All issues become relative. The silence on the summit is absolutely restorative. It guides you back to
your inner self. A little meditation session on top. There simply is no better "reset" program.

#evamoments #selfie #amazing

EVA IN PARADISE
We are living in a true paradise. For me Saalbach is the best spot on earth. You simply have to remind yourself
again and again. When I do, my life feels more twinkle-toed, happier. It's my mission as host to get to know so
many interesting people, to advise them, laugh with them and do good for others. Living where others spend
their holidays is what I cherish every day. I consciously look for breaks in the daily routine. Peace and quiet for
me and some pampering are perfect additions to my elixir.

Snapshot. Life is about particular
moments. Hold on to them. For
eternity. Share them with friends
& fans of eva,. We like to "like".

Daniela’s recommendation:
Yoga makes your happiness
complete.

#evamoments

Stone Pine "Scent-Sation"
The legendary eva, scent
bags filled with stone pine
are omnipresent in the house.
Naturally in every room too.
No nose will be able to get
around this scent mark. Nicely
packaged in a felt shell. Simply eva, like.

Our Sports and Wellness Guide Gunter has been practicing yoga for more than 20
years. Just ask for him at
Reception.
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#evamoments
Did you sleep well?

TAKING THE
MOUNTAIN AIR.

Granted. It is thinner. Lighter. Maybe also a little rougher. Nonetheless, I'm taking it in. Day after day. Night
after night. Breath by breath. Honestly. The danger
of addiction definitely exists. For alpine air. Naturally
filtered, pure, refreshing. Even early birds run the risk
of being relaxed enough to push the snooze button.
Forget the early bird and his worm today.
Thermo-regulation. Sounds good. We are talking
about eva, beds. Mattresses and blankets regulate
the climate. Sweating during the day is fine. During
the night the premium eva, sleep systems regulate
the warmth. No-sweat sleep is the nocturnal credo.
That's simply how it should be at night.
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#samsara
Inspired by Samsara Eau de Parfum by
Guerlain. The flowery oriental scent was
launched in 1989.

#calvin
Inspired by the American fashion designer Calvin Klein.
CK perfumes carry the thrill of life.

ABOUT DREAMS & ROOMS. #ROOMS.

#valentina
Inspired by the haute couture label Valentino. The name
has been "eva,rised". Valentina stands for "Alpe-Couture".

PERLA.

You can sleep in rooms. Take a shower. Linger. Enjoy
the time or look out the window, internalize the moment. Rooms with character result from love for materials and details. "No, eva, does not accept anything
'off the peg'," Daniela says. Instead, custom-made,
multi-colored, shapely, cozy.

The pearl. Colorful, generous, delicate, natural. Emanates a wonderful sensation of space and discreet luxury.
Warm wooden notes contribute to a homey feeling. It is
hard to refrain from the seductive power of this pearl!

Rooms are like people. Splendid one-of-a-kind rooms
of natural materials. Character counts. As it does for
a person.

The healthy one. "Val" means "forest" in the Albanian
language and "tina" means "beauty". A little chalet ambience, much coziness. Voilá Valentina – shows us exactly
those attributes. You irresistible healthy forest-beauty.

VALENTINA.

The names of the rooms were created from the fragrant perfume brands available at eva,BEAUTY. With
a deeper meaning, of course.

CALVIN.

SAMSARA.
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Stands for the eternal cycle. "Sam" means "complete", "ser" for "flow". It translates into "a wandering through". Guests lovingly call it the "wow-room". With
70 square meters and a big balcony, the room lives up
to its name. You could swear that in this room, equipped with waterfall shower, bathtub, Nespresso coffee maker and daybed, the world turns more slowly.
Thoughts wander through at a leisurely pace too.

Wonde

rful y S

The name has Latin roots.
"Calvus" (Latin: "bald") represents the opposite.
The room is everything
but bald. Alpine ambience, a touch of cottage style and a lot
of extravagance. Coziness adds harmony
to the time spent here.
A wonderful place to live.

.
low menu

#perla
→ Inspired by the Italian lingerie label,
La Perla values the right choice of materials.

VIVID. COZY. FOR YOU.

WINTER
RELAXATION
The short winter days have huge potential for
regeneration. Warmth, massage, closeness.
Make the best of winter.
ALPINE AYURVEDA
Ancient Indian & alpine wisdom activate body
and soul.
90 minutes € 165.00

oH memade tastes best.
THE WAY TO THE HEART
IS THROUGH THE STOMACH.

And the way to pleasure is through the palate. Here
at eva, we love homemade stuff. Where are grandma's
recepies?
Where are the handpicked regional condiments? Always freshly prepared, of course. Homemade diversity to please the palate. And enrich life. Daily.

INDIAN HEAD MASSAGE
Relaxing. Puts a smile on your face.
30 minutes € 55.00
FULL-BODY RELAXATION PACK
Just hang loose all over for a while.
€ 70.00

ABOUT DREAMS & ROOMS. #CULINARY.

PURIFICATION PACK
What has to go must go.
(Thalasso treatment with alga, plants, salt water)
€ 72.00

BAR & LOUNGE.

THE PLATE. THE NOSE. THE DELICATE TASTE.

A lounge as such has many faces. Certainly rather
sober in the early morning. Some benefit from the
wake up-power of the seats at this time. During the day
it turns into an indulgence and contemplation zone.
Appealing, inviting and conversational when the sun is
about to set. A glass of fine wine to celebrate the moment. What more could a pleasure-lover want?

The parlor is a comfy place to sit. Homey. With eyes
closed, inhale. You could swear you were in the forest. Because the stone pine has found a cozy home
in the eva, parlors, too.

MASSAGE WITH STEAM-HEATED HERB POUCHES
Relaxation from head to toe.
50 minutes € 85.00
HONEY MASSAGE WITH YOGURT
A delightful cocktail of benefits.
60 minutes € 95.00

A FAVORITE QUOTE
OF EVA & DANIELA.

"I love people who make me laugh. I honestly think
it's the thing I like most, to laugh. It cures a multitude of ills. It's probably the most important thing in a
person."
Audrey Hepburn,
A true beauty of the last century.

MARTIN. THE DOORMAN.
There he stands at the hotel entrance. With a fancy
top hat & amiable charm. With umbrella if necessary.

The barkeeper? A crazy guy, some of the guests think.
He likes to play the mind-reader. Watch out! He is quite
god at knowing what you want. A unique creation, your
very own cocktail often turns out to be a real epiphany.
Be brave. It pays off. Do you like surprises!? If not, there
is a broad selection of classic cocktails waiting for you.

An alpine cavalier. Neat, always natty. A human welcome sign. Asking does not cost anything. Luggage?
I can handle that. Park the car? I
can do that. Arrival party?
It's my pleasure to introduce you to the barman. Wow. It’s not the
red carpet that makes the difference. It’s
Martin the doorman.
Your welcome sign,
friend and helper.

The term is misleading. No, you won’t find a conventional restaurant here. The variety of sitting areas and
atmospheres does more than stimulate the appetite.
You'll quickly find your favorite spot because there's
something for every taste. Whether you're searching
with your eyes, nose or palate. Caution! Acute danger
of gourmet hydroplaning!
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ing costs
rue. Ask nothing.

RESTAURANT.

Stone
Pine friends.
The scent is fresh & unmistakable. It fascinates
& gratifies. Wood is totally in fashion again. Very
well. Especially here in the alpine latitude we have
a strong relationship with nature, the mountains
and forests.
The stone pine is a magnificent tree. It grows and
prospers even in scraggy areas. And has a long creative tradition in the Alps. The stone pine or "Zirbe"
has played an important role in Austrian interior
design. It is said to have miraculous power. Maybe
because its pleasant perfume is so memorable. It
smells like a woodland walk.

TASTEFUL WARDROBE WONDER.
When you open the doors of your wardrobe –
WOW! – your nose wrinkles. Is that a stone pine?
The wardrobe interior does it magic and transports

ALP MARATHON.
In the winter season the eva,ALM
team covers more than 10,000 kilometers. As the crow flies, the
team would have made it to Las
Vegas on foot.

HAPPINESS HORMONES.
The eva, team invests the Olympic
sum of 140,000 working hours in
special #evamoments. Moments of
happiness obviously have their price.

you into a pine forest.

1 0.000

10.000

BROKEN GLASS.
Every 300th washed glass does
not survive one year. That means
600 glasses per annum depart this
life. Servus and cheers.

REVAMPED.
Every single piece of cutlery enjoys 900,000 make-overs. Always
lovingly polished by hand. Sounds
like a factory.

"The stone pine is a good friend of sleep and
sanity."

300
"ZIRBE" WATER DISPENSER.
Pure water, a ball of stone pine wood and a bar
studded with rose quartz, amethyst and rock crystal. There is no energy source more elemental. I
dare you! Savor the stone pine water at eva, Spa. It
will tickle your energy reservoir.
Thrilled? You want to take it home? Brilliant idea.
One-liter carafes for takeaway are available at
Reception.
Amethyst:
Harmonizes your body and improves the connection to our soul.
Rose quartz:
Opens and cleans your (spiritual) heart and binds
us closer in love.
Rock crystal:
Strengthens the body, clarifies the brain and reinforces the effect of other gems.
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SPLASH FIGHT.
Around 120,000 glasses pass through the eva, dishwasher. Statistics for the bike wash were unfortunately not available.

900.000

120.000
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It is a constant coming and going. Arrival, stay, departure. Long-term. Short-term. No matter.
It was enlightening to catch a glimpse of the figures. Absolutely awesome. The yearly needs
of eva, fulfill every cliché of female shopping dreams. Seriously: The numbers speak for themselves, for our team and – of course – for our guests.
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EVA,PACKAGES.

EVA,EVENTS
OVERVIEW.

CLASSIC SKI PACKAGE

WHITE CHRISTMAS

7 nights from € 968.00 per person
03.12.2016 – 16.04.2017
For all winter sports fans who want ultimate snow
fun on 270 km of slopes and pleasurable moments at
the eva,VILLAGE. Includes 6-day ski pass for the Skicircus Saalbach Hinterglemm Leogang Fieberbrunn!

3 – 7 nights from € 464.00 per person
18.12.2016 – 25.12.2016
Are you dreaming of a white Christmas? Then
spend the holidays with us in the winter wonderland of Saalbach Hinterglemm!

SKI OPENING

SUN+SKI

2 | 3 nights from € 299.00 per person
01.12.2016 – 18.12.2016 (Thur | Fri – Sun)
The perfect package for slope & party fans! Spend
the day on the slopes and celebrate life at the
"BERGFESTival" or our "Rave on Snow" in the evening live in Saalbach Hinterglemm!

3 | 4 nights from € 482.00 per person
05.03.2017 – 09.03.2017 (Sun – Wed | Thur)
12.03.2017 – 16.03.2017 (Sun – Wed | Thur)
19.03.2017 – 23.03.2017 (Sun – Wed | Thur)
Grant yourself 3 or 4 nights of downtime and
enjoy a thorough energy boost while skiing and
sunbathing at an alpine ski lodge!

GRATIS SKIFAHREN

SKI+WINE

4 nights from€€ 440.00 per person
04.12.2016 – 22.12.2016 (Sun – Thur)
26.03.2017 – 06.04.2017 (Sun – Thur)
With the included free 3-day ski pass for the Skicircus Saalbach Hinterglemm Leogang Fieberbrunn, carving gets a real jaunty adventure.

2 | 3 nights from € 297.00 per person
23.03.2017 – 26.03.2017
At this time everything revolves around wine. With
select products from the TOP Austrian winemakers
Karl Fritsch, Toni Hartl & vineyard Markowitsch. Includes ski -guides, wine-tastings, etc.

SCHOKO LOVERS
Number One in the Swiss world of chocolate in 2015 and winner of several other
awards, Willi Schmutz and his chocolate manufactory Casa Nobile have
achieved great fame in Switzerland
and abroad. Willi and his partner Martin are always looking for the best, rarest and, above all, Swiss ingredients.
They mix, combine and experiment until

the wonderful delicacies become culinary
revelations. It's getting chocolatey. In different kinds.

31.03.2017 – 02.04.2017
2 | 3 nights from€€ 254.00 per person
#unique
#don'tmiss
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ALMPARTIE
15.12.2016 – 18.12.2016
TORCH HIKE with Hans Unterkofler
25.12.2016
NEW YEARS EVE
31.12.2016

Single Week

CARNEVAL "PUT YOUR HAT ON"
28.02.2017
SKI+WINE
23.03.2017 – 26.03.2017

25.03.2017 – 01.04.2017

SINGLE WEEK
25.03.2017 – 01.04.2017

You can do it on a dating platform. Very easy online.
Or in front of the gorgeous scenery of the Pinzgauer
Grasberge in Saalbach. We are talking about flirting.
In former time skiing instructors were the object of
desire. Well, times were different back then. Today
many singles enjoy the romance of the Alps in winter.
You may take up with someone in a lift – the slow-motion motion quad at Limber comes to mind – in the
hut or at après ski. Wherever. Interest is aroused by
"real" pictures. Live, direct, face to face.

SCHOKO LOVERS
31.03.2017 – 02.04.2017

The real facebook feels truly real, doesn't it?

SKIING+
Get together at eva,ALM
Dinner at eva,VILLAGE
Farewell fondue at eva,ALM
Winter BBQ at eva,ALM
Wine tasting at eva,VILLAGE
Verspertine toboggan session &
party time in a mountainside pub
Late-night sauna
Chocolaty evening

SERVICES INCLUDED:
3 | 4 | 7 nights from € 493.00 per person
with all eva, amenities
Free access to 800 square meters of eva, Spa
6 | 3 | 2 - day lift pass
One sports massage (30 min.)

COMPLETELY
CAREFREE DAYS.

4 nights from€€ 550.50 per person
04.12.2016 – 22.12.2016 (Sun – Thur)
05.03.2017 – 30.03.2017 (Sun – Thur)
We all know this longing. Everything has been organized down to the last detail. That's what I call a holiday. Cruising to Saalbach by sports car* for example.
Collecting the latest skiing equipment right after arrival. The three-day ski pass awaits you in your room
and the legendary ski guide Gunter has been hired
for one day. Not to mention the late-night spa session
and an unforgettable fondue at eva,ALM. It’s all in the
package. Includes everything.
#sportscar #fondue #skiing
*Sports car upgrade upon request
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23.03.2017 – 26.03.2017
2 | 3 nights from € 297.00 per person
Thursday – Sunday

SNOW IS BLOWING, WINE FLOWING,
CURIOSITY GROWING.

THE SAUNA SPIRITS
I SUMMONED.

We lovingly decanted these periods for fanatic skiers, connoisseurs and wine aficionados. The snow is already here. The vintners are coming to the valley. The grape
flirts with the flake. "Without any inhibition," as our regular guest Max likes to say.

THOMAS
THE SAUNA MASTER.
THE CEREMONY.

I CAN'T SHAKE THEM LOOSE.

Thursday
Ski safari with ski guide Gunter
Enjoy a vintage vertical from our
TOP winemakers

Yeah, there is an acute risk of addiction. Warmth is
good for us. High temperatures have always been
used for medical purposes. We feel very comfortable
with them. One muscle after the other relaxes. Ahhh
– good-bye tension.

Friday
Ski test with the latest equipment with the
Unterkofler family and a hearty lunch break
Welcome and presentation of all vintners
dine+wine under the motto of "spring
awakening" with 5-course menu and accompanying wines eva,VILLAGE hotel
Saturday
Skiing with wine-stop at a casual chalet
with blind tasting and wine quiz
Kasnock’n party and wine tasting with
live concert on the eva,ALM terrace

15.12.2016 – 18.12.2016
2 | 3 nights from € 409.50 per person
Thursday – Sunday
Thursday
Arrival

Sunday
Brunch till 12 noon

The sauna infusion has many varieties. It is the highlight for professional sauna-goers. Various fragrances and essential oils add something special to the
ceremony. Aromas of herbs, wood and honey are the
all-time favorites.

However:
Time and again someone raises the question – mostly with a bright red face – why visiting a sauna is supposed to be healthy. The answer is easy. The high
temperatures tackle germs. Switch back and forth
from hot to cold to strengthen the immune system
and get rid of nasty germs. Especially during the cold
months, regular sauna sessions are prescribed. Sweat ahead...

THERE CAN BE ONLY ONE MASTER.
Thomas is the one and only. He plays this relaxing
game with heat at the highest level. Every half hour
he heats up his know-how and throws another infusion on the sauna stones. Off you go outdoors afterwards or into the ice-cold water. Within the 800
square meters of wellness and sauna area, everyone
should find a custom-fit "après sauna". Panoramic
garden, a twosome treatment at the Sky Spa, chillout in front of the fireplace. In twos or alone. Things
heat up here. Unforgettable hi-temp adventures.

"Good warmth makes your day."

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR SAUNA.
A sauna visit requires one thing: time.

Friday
Ski guiding in the Skicircus
Winter barbecue at the eva,ALM terrace
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Saturday
Ski guiding with amazing hut stops in the
skiing area

Before:
During:
After:
Caution:
Repeat:

Sunday
Individual departure

Objective:

Do not drink or eat too much.
Only moderate liquid intake.
Most important, allow your body
time to rest and don't forget to drink a lot.
Never longer than bearable. Don’t
overtax your body (overheating).
Not before an adequate cool down
& rest period.
Purification of the body, relaxation
of the muscles, downtime.
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WORKSHOP & GENERATIONS.
YES! THE RIGHT ATMOSPHERE TO WORK IN.
Alpine far-sightedness.
Top technological equipment.
Inspiring cuisine.
The mountains await you with undisguised inspiration. New ideas, conversations, workshops,
meetings. On the summit, in an eva, seminar room
or in an alpine lodge. There are no limits to your
requirements.
No question. A meal requires salt. The question about the right salt remains. Because salt is not just salt. Cooking salt, sea salt, stone salt and black salt are some alternatives.
At eva, the chefs cook exclusively with Himalayan salt. Nope, the alpine cuisine requires no artificial ingredients or additives.

Right. Working is allowed to be fun. Pick up some
wonderful moments of indulgence too. The eva,
team organizes everything around your workshop.
eva, meets business.

The non-sulphurized stone salt is said to be good for you. Natural. Toxic agents in your body get flushed out,
gout & rheumatic symptoms are alleviated. It also optimizes the mineral supply. The alpine salt is similar in
composition to human blood. Is Hymalayan salt a blood brother of mankind? Well. No need to exagerate now.

FULLY
EQUIPPED.
IN OUR EVA, CONFERENCE ROOMS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

high-speed glass fiber wireless network
flatscreen TV
Blu-ray player
video camera & GoPro
projector
flip charts
pin boards
screen (250 x 230 cm)
laser pointer
writing pads & pens
facilitator’s tool

BUSINESS

GOOD TO KNOW:

YOUNG THOUGHTS WITH GREAT IMPACT.
REVIEW: NEW WORKFORCE JAM.

seminar room: 90 sqm with a view over Saalbach
balcony: 10 sqm
anteroom: 50 sqm
private rooftop terrace: 30 sqm
•
•
•

mechanical blinds
dimmable lighting
adjustable ventilation

Holiday hotels and the working world in search of
new futures in tourism.
"We wanted to risk an innovative experiment and
see what young staff members expect from premium hotels in the future," says Cornelia Lohninger,
founder of Lohninger & Wunder Tourism Consulting.
The smashing ideas that arose from the imagination of 18 young people were avidly collected by
employees of eva, hotels and tourists in the pedestrian zone.
"The next generation is important to us – for the
sake of our future guests and employees. The results exceeded our expectations by far. That’s why
it will certainly not be our last jam," says Daniela
Unterkofler.
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INCENTIVE

TRADITION
WITH ALLURING
VIEWS.

Here, where the eva, story began, the place is packed with tradition. Coziness is trump. Life can still
be uncomplicated – with lots of views of the alpine
meadows. And still only a five-minute walk from the
pulsating heart of Saalbach – downtown, if you will.
If you're looking for the traditional and simply, you'll
find it at eva,GARDEN.

#evamoments
Do you look for Austrian tradition?
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EVA,
PACKAGES
CLASSIC SKI PACKAGE
7 nights from € 800.00 per person
03.12.2016 – 16.04.2017
Ski fun and pleasurable moments – that's winter vacation at its best! Includes 6-day ski pass
for the Skicircus Saalbach Hinterglemm Leogang!

Simple living. Yowza.
REALLY

GREAT VIEWS.
In the morning over coffee or in the evening after
another day of skiing, relax in the eva,GARDEN. The
mountains stand rock-solid right before your eyes.

#snowballfight
Fun guaranteed!

SKI OPENING
2 | 3 nights from € 270.50 per person
01.12.2016 – 18.12.2016 (Thu – Sun)
Right with the season opening, the two top-events
of the winter time are taking place – "BERGFESTival"
and the "Rave on Snow"! With this package, you
combine party & snow fun.

GRATIS SKIFAHREN
4 nights from€€ 380.00 per person
04.12.2016 – 22.12.2016 (Sun – Thu)
26.03.2017 – 06.04.2017 (Sun – Thu)
4 nights including a 3-day ski pass for free. This
package will turn your short break from daily life
into a rollicking snow adventure!

ROOMS

EVA,GARDEN.
These individually designed rooms furnished in
country style are loved for their plainness. Cozy beds
make sure your sleep is sound and deep. You'll definitely get a good rest here.

EXACTLY. SIMPLE LUXURY IS LOVELY.
WAKING UP.

SNOW GAMES & HOT DEGREES.

Waking up with a roar, getting into gear instantly.
The morning's anticipation of what’s to come. Carpe
diem. Because every day is a special day.

Appealingly natural, they invite you to great the morning with full verve. A healthful and invigorating start
to the day. In winter the panoramic terrace and the
spacious garden are used mostly to cool down the
human system. Flee into the deeply snow-covered
garden after a sweltering sauna session. Preferably
barefoot. Snowball fight? Oh, pretty please! Because
laughter & joy are more than welcome here at eva,
GARDEN.

DOZING OFF.

WHITE CHRISTMAS
3 – 7 nights from € 384.00 per person
18.12.2016 – 25.12.2016
White Christmas with ancient customs, great fun
on the slopes, Christmas dinner and an enchanting Advent ambiance in the mountains.

SUN+SKI

THE LANGUAGE OF NATURE.
The tree speaks. The powerful forest inhabitants certainly have their own language.
The wood sculpted from the
trees gives us radiance,
warmth and scent. The
woody note appeals to
the senses. Eyes, nose
& tactile sense come
into direct contact
with nature. Lovely.
We are in tune. We
sense comfort. A feeling of contentment.

We

HAVING BREAKFAST.
The tasty corner. In the morning, very early or a bit
late, your body needs a suitable energy supply. An
irresistible mood booster. In the new eva, muesli-corner, no grain of energy can bunk off. Here you find
muesli and fruit juices of all kinds.

of contentment.
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sense coziness. A feeling

3 | 4 nights from € 358.00 per person
05.03.2017 – 23.03.2017
270 kilometers of slopes and about 60 rustic alpine lodges with inviting sun decks are waiting
for you!

The day filled with adventures and discoveries. The
evening exciting. Yet somehow relaxing. Sleeping
well is an awesome thing. Healthy & refreshing. After an eventful day, you need the right ambience for a
good night's sleep. Tranquility, an excellent mattress,
a thermo-active duvet and comfy pillows. Your head
should sink halfway into the pillow. Lovely dreams
require the right climate. Let the thoughts of the day
pass in review. Important. Recalling the beauty of the
day leads to a good night and paves the way to the
Land of Nod.

ALPHABET
RALLY
WITH FRIENDS.
Talk is silver, silence – well – all that glitters is not
gold. Talking, debating, exchanging, asking, sharing.
Talk among friends cannot be replaced by anything
else. Not by post. Not by "like". Not by tweet. Nothing
is more rewarding than lively conversation among
friends. Simply shoot the breeze.

#evamoments
A good chat is always in.
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Sip after sip.
STRAIGHT

FROM THE BOTTLE.

TOURISM

IS NO PICNIC.

Detours are not necessary at eva,ALM. The original
eva,ALM beer is to be drunk right out of the bottle
for an exceptional taste sensation. The 12.5% fermented malt courses its way through the slim bottleneck straight into the pleasure zone of the palate.
Set down the bottle. Breathe deeply. Let the moments of life sink in. Sip after sip. Haste is not on the
program at eva,ALM.

#evadelights
The right selection for every taste.

UNEMBELLISHED ALPINE FLAVORS.

Come off it. Actually I’m a guest in lovely Pinzgau.
In the alpine destination Saalbach. More precisely
at eva, Hotels. People from eight nations are working here. Multicutural somehow. eva, is a gaudy,
bold, vivid & hearty tourism brand. It lives on the
enthusiasm of the people. On both sides. Sure.
The seasonal rhythm of tourism is intensive. Joy
in one’s work and interest in the wishes of your
guests are elementary prerequisites. Do you yearn
to give joy to others and create unforgettable moments for them time and again? That’s challenging.
On the one hand. And it can be very rewarding. On
the other hand.

A FRONT-ROW SEAT
IN THE HEART OF LIFE.

Life is pulsating in Saalbach's pedestrian zone. It’s the activists in the early mornings who would never idle away
a single minute of a day. Around lunch time the first late
risers step out of their dreams and into the daylight. Most
guests are already on the way back in the afternoon, returning from inspiring adventures in the mountains. Chill
and look around over a hot drink now on the agenda.

AFTERWARDS IS IMPORTANT.

The people from Pinzgau prefer their food plain and
simple.

"Après" is important in every aspect of life. It takes
time to process all the images in your head and store them safely away in your virtual album. But these
days, key moments just have to be shared. That's
where the new technologies help us best with digital
pictures and the like.

Those crumbs on the breadboard may be from the
crusty "Vinschgerl", the prototype of breads. It has
found many culinary fans and friends at eva,. Among
other things, the bread gives a tasty home to the
eva,ALM burger.

Everyone knows that a hard day of skiing is rewarded
with après-ski. Arrive in the valley and take a seat.
Right in the center of life. The hottest location: The
terrace at eva,ALM.

Veggie, beef or chicken burgers – a few foreign words
are allowed – feel at home in Vinschgerl.
It's a perfect accompaniment to ground meat, alpine
choose or the good old "Beelejause". Vinschgerl, we
love you.

Quickly check your pics und share them right away
with your friends. Sure, friends should be able to
witness these moments. Real life always retains its
exclusivity.

ke
Freshly coo d meals fro

Moisten your palate with
mulled wine, a glass
of exceptionally fine
wine or the original
eva,ALM beer.

Those who seek an alpine challenge can find it at
eva,. Do you love the mountains, the alpine atmosphere? And are you prepared to contribute actively to the creation of #evamoments? Then go for
it ...

#amazing
That's what zest
for life feels like.

www.evahotels.com|de|karriere
direktion@evahotels.com

.m. til 11 p.m.
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#applyforateva #bravelyalpine #evamoments

SO WHAT? TRULY PINZGAU NUTS.

THE EARTH’S APPLES. THE FLESH’S JUICE.
Potato goulash to go.
Recipe for 4 persons
1 kg waxy potatoes
2 white onions
1 tablespoon of tomato paste
1 tablespoon of olive oil
Himalayan salt
Black pepper (coarsely ground)
Ground caraway
Paprika

Peel the onions and cut them not too
small, sauté them in a pan with a drop
of olive oil. Remove from the heat.
Add paprika and tomato paste, 1.5 liters
of water, remaining spices and potatoes
and cook at low heat until the potatoes
are done.

WE KNEAD WUCHTELN*
on sundays only.

Eating,
Drinking,
Enjoying :)
30

It might be coincidence. eva, serves
these titanic "Wuchteln*" only on
the Lord’s Day. Granny sends her
regards! Fill the dough with apricot
jam made from hand-picked fruits
from the gorgeous Wachau region. Then press the sweet rolls into
a baking dish so they're touching
each other. Serve with warm vanilla custard. "Sinfully delicious," says
Daniela.
Can this "Wuchtel*" be a sin?
* A special sweet Austrian dish.

THE DARK SIDE
of Ale.
Impressively bottom-fermented.
Amber eye-candy.
Dark malt makes the color. Caramel
intensifies the taste. It doesn’t escape
the nose either. The carbonation is less
distinct – dark ale is said to be all-round
pleasant to the taste.
At eva, a nice selection of dark ale is
waiting. Are you curious about the dark
side of beer?
Skoal!
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The traditional Light of Peace, carried all the way
from Bethlehem to the villages, is awaiting your wick.
You can light your Candle of Peace at the Red Cross
in Saalbach.
The staff celebrates too. A few days before Christmas the Unterkofler family and the whole team gather at eva,ALM. Hans tells about his happiness,
about Christmas and what is on the schedule in the
upcoming weeks. A homey get-together, a parcel for
everyone and lots of Christmas joy. Jingle bells, jingle bells ...

Christmas tree service: Christmas comes
to eva, guests. Because no one wants
to miss out on an individually designed
Christmas tree.
By the way: Our Reception has a direct
line to Father Christmas. Just drop your
wish list and the decorated tree will be
waiting for you and your family in time
for the celebration.

Holy Night

THE LOBBY IS HOMEY ANYWAY.

TYOURISPPE!CIAL

PACKAGE
CHRISTMAS PAGE 16.
K AT
TAKE A LOO

Pressed and dressed, all the kids waited for the bells
to ring. This was the starting shot for the Christmas
celebration.
On this particular day the room is filled with perceptible harmony. The Light of Peace glows pleasantly.
Somehow forgiving, too. Feels good in times like
ours. Guests gather. A profound sensation of closeness fills the day with true harmony.

,
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h
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Silent ly night.
ho
MEMORIES OF THE PAST MAKE IT PLAIN.

THE TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS HIKE WITH "HANS".

In the year one, the 24th of December meant a feast of
joy, familial community and inspired silent reflection.
Even today it is the quietest time of the year. Quietude
returns. The hectic ado gives way to the harmony of
recurrent ritual. This time of the year has a significant
meaning to everyone. That's a good thing.

Every year at Christmas Hans is pleased to invite you
to join him. Everybody gets a torch. The start on the
Sonnseit promenade in Vorderglemm is truly romantic.
A fairly easy ascent at the end of the year. The Thurner
farm is the first contemplative stop. Slip into the stable. Even today there is work to be done here. Mucking
out is on the schedule. Hans packed some apples and
carrots. The young foals and the unique Noriker horses
ought to celebrate today. The torches move on. They
will be pushed into the snow at Eder farm. A beautiful
sight. There is a small chapel next to the farm – another
occasion for contemplation. A shared ritual strengthens the soul and brings people closer together.

Coming closer together, dining royally, enjoying fine
drinks, presenting gifts that delight loved ones and
spending time in relaxed conversation. And for yourself.

Iste’sasothne offavEorviate!

The track passes the Ronach farm and leads back
home after two hours. Where coziness is celebrated
with roasted chestnuts, mulled wine and Jägertee.

It’s time. Santa Claus sneaks in. They start singing
carols softly. Mellow sounds pluck heartstrings. The
charm of traditions. More and more voices join the
chorus. Carols are infectious.
The traditional Christmas tree sparkles like a jewel.
The graceful jitter of candles, the shimmer of red
baubles and the glamour of tinsel – truly homey.
Of course, the most important tradition is not to be
omitted. The scent of incense multiplies emotions.
The nose celebrates the birth of Jesus too.
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ZEST FOR LIFE, HERE WE COME.
eva, has proclaimed the motto
"a year full of zest for life" for 2017.

NEW YEAR. NEW LUCK.
LOTS OF HAPPINESS.
At the traditional torch relay you'll get into the right
mood. Afterwards the buzz will be overwhelming as
usual. The "Silvester Unlimited Snow Show" is a definite must too. New Year’s Day, the feast of joy and
laughter fosters the party mood all over the eva, universe. Original Salzburg delicacies, crazy cocktails,
laughing people. That’s how to kiss the old year goodbye and usher in 2017.

"We are particularly happy and thankful.
For the many regular guests who join us
during the last weeks of the year and celebrate Christmas with us.
We receive the most beautiful gift when
our guests arrive for Christmas," Eva
says happily.

In waltz tempo the guests glide through the flashy
flurry of the fireworks right into the year of zest for
life. Anticipation is high. With a start like this, 2017 is
sure to be a smashing year.

DANCE INTO THE YEAR OF ZEST FOR LIFE.
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FAMILY
HIGHLIGHTS
in Saalbach for old & young

SAALBACH
EVENTS.

BERGFESTIVAL
02.12.2016 – 04.12.2016

SNOWCAT DRIVING
That's what I always wanted. To go by snowcat and leave behind a
white carpet. As driver or passenger. Just as you like it.
December till March, Tuesday to Sunday from 1 p.m. till 7 p.m.

WINTRY PLAYGROUND AT TURMWIESE
Right in the center of Saalbach, at Turmwiese, you'll find a great
meeting place for kids. Every day the children's ski school, practice
slope, adventure trail and much more offer challenges for young
shooting stars on snow. Skiing is an acquired skill.

RAVE ON SNOW
08.12.2016 – 11.12.2016
CHRISTMAS CONCERT PFARRKIRCHE
23.12.2016
TRADITIONAL TORCH RUN
31.12.2016
19. MOUNTAIN ATTACK
13.01.2017

ICE-CART TRACK
Cart, spikes, ice, snow & lots of fun. Drift around the curves on 3.500
square meters of icy tracks.
Open daily: 2 p.m. to 8 p.m.

SNOWMOBILE-CITY SAALBACH
We've seen it in the movies. A perfectly groomed Skidoo track
awaits snowmobile fans.
Tuesday till Sunday 1 till 7 p.m., for children 15 years and up

POWER OF TEN
For everyone under 19 years (born 1997-2009) skiing and snowboarding for only € 10.00 per person.

THE EASTER BUNNIES GO BOARDING (FROM 19.03.2017)
An especially appealing program awaits families during spring break. From 19th March 2016, all kids born in 2000 or later on purchase
of a parent's pass with min. 4 days (except Ski Alpin Card, Salzburg
Super Ski Card and Kitzbüheler Alpen AllStar Card)

CHILDREN AT EVA,VILLAGE & EVA,GARDEN
Easter bonus from 18th March 2017
In the room of their parents children are free of charge till the age of 15 years.

FREESTYLE SHOW NIGHT
26.01.2017, 02.02.2017 , 09.02.2017, 16.02.2017, 23.02.2017, 02.03.2017
Professional Freeskier & Snowboarder show their ingenious tricks
on mega kicker and will amaze you. This Showhighlight this winter
on the Turmwiese.
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FESTIVAL SAALBACH HINTERGLEMM
2 days | 2 nights - 4 stages - 2 clubs - 1 mountain
The two-day MOUNTAINFESTival at Saalbach Hinterglemm goes into the fourth
round. MOUNTAINFESTival will rock the
mountain at various locations.
The first headliners are already fixed:
Wolfmother, La Brass Banda, Django 3000, Killerpilze, Jon Snodgras, Drunken Masters ...

CARVING OTHERWISE.

SOME LOVE GOING AGAINST THE CURRENT. BUT GRAVITY ALWAYS WINS.

Carving. We all do it now. The move is practically
impossible in the era of perfectly straight 2.15-meter skis or better left to top-notch skiing acrobats.

No doubt about it. Ski touring is booming right now.
Few athletic activities are rewarded with similar
loads of endorphins. The days when you feel tremendously fit are the best. First, you can fully enjoy all
270 kilometers of slopes in the Skicircus before you
pleasurably gather your strength at eva, ALM for the
real adventure in the late afternoon.

And who populates the slopes today? The athletic short turners and speed addicts. They carve
in wide radii – and in this case caution is urged
as runaway curving is frequently observed on the
wide slopes of the Skicircus. And then there is the
little fringe group of devotees to skiing's original
elegance, the Telemark turn, a respectful bow to
winter. This kind of heel-freedom is exciting and,
once learnt, is addictive. Who invented it? A Norwegian, Sondre Norheim of Morgedal.

FLIRTY TOUR.
SKIING IS PERFECTLY SUITED TO FALLING IN LOVE.
ALWAYS AND NOT ONLY WITH SKIING INSTRUCTORS!
The reason why? Certainly the wonderful setting and the
catwalk-like snowy ambiance. A tour around the Skicircus is always good for a sporty date, including 70 chances to flirt at the ski lifts.

In telemarking the boots are fastened only up
front, but thanks to innovative bindings, you can
put quite a bit of pressure on the edges anyway so
that your turns will be just as good as on classic
skis. Those who imagine this to be boring sliding
alongside the slope are way off track.

Oh yes, those cuddly moments are still available at the
ski lift. At an easy-going speed, weightlessly gliding
through the air, enjoying the panorama and time for
huddling against each other.
The Tyrolean counterpart – Hochhörndl quad at Fieberbrunn – is only a few turns away. Breath-taking views and
a warm and cozy closing of ranks. Plus there are spots to
pause for a moment. High up with a view to Hohe Tauern, where amorous looks are exchanged. Don't forget
the ski hut!
A few mugs of mulled wine on the sundeck of a rustic
lodge ... recommendations would be unfair, because there are simply too many outstanding huts. Nevertheless,
if you're looking for a flirting spot with 1970s appeal,
check out Pfefferalm at Hinterglemm.

Your body reaches operating temperature and climbs
steadily, meter after meter. Gunter's funny tales and
amusing anecdotes make time fly.
You are in Gunter’s element now. Ski touring is his
greatest passion. Very few are as well-versed in this
field as the Vitality Coach of eva, Hotels. You approach the tree line slowly, like a hunter stalking its prey.
Silence is omnipresent now.

With Gunter you board the hotel shuttle for the five-minute ride in the direction of Viehhofen. Then
you attach the climbing skins to the base of your extra-light touring skis. Ambitions are high, the weather
is clear and the wintery dusk is falling. Headlight –
check. Cellphone – check. A change of warm clothing
– check. Gunter – check.

Goal achieved. Hot tea from the thermos bottle
warms you from inside. The group catches the last
glimpse of the setting sun. A sublime feeling. Surely
unforgettable. A story to tell.

Nothing can go wrong now. You head up the trail
with leisurely steps. After a few minutes all "city"
lights are distant. Your eyes are rewarded elsewhere
as the sun slowly disappears behind mighty crests
and delicately outlines their silhouettes.

Just enjoy!

WINTER TALES.
TIP: Gunter knows the mountains like his own
backyard. Just meet him at the reception and get
the ultimate insiders' tip straight from the horses'
mouth. Highly confidential and face to face.

Have fun falling in love.

#evamoments
Use the free selfie stick in your room during your stay.
Or buy a stick at Reception.
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Adventurouin Saalbach.
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SHOP MANAGER

INTERSPORT

'It's simply amazing.

BRÜNDL

We can start directly from the hotel right
in the middle of the Skicircus!'

SAALBACH

Vitality coach Gunter

HE BELONGS HERE.
OUR WINTER HARD FACTS:
Skicircus slopes offer:
270 km of slopes, 140 km of which are BLUE (52 %),
112 km RED (41 %) and 18 km BLACK (18 %).
More Information:
More than 432 million EUR, 609 staff members, 70 cable
and ski lifts, nearly 1,100 reservoir ponds since 2000, all
main descents are equipped with snow machines (air &
water only).

GUNTER & HIS INSPIRATIONS.

EQUIPMENT OR NO EQUIPMENT.

He fits eva, like a glove. Gunter, the alpine Sports &
Vitality Coach inspires time and again with his smashing proposals. Those who love the mountains will
appreciate Gunter.

Development has put many products on a slimming
diet. Weights tumble. Are we really into flyweights?
And: What else is on the shortlist for the upcoming
winter?

For private ski-guiding or real coaching sessions. Nobody knows the mountains of Saalbach better than he.

It doesn't look like winter yet. Bikes, hiking boots,
climbing equipment – it still feels like autumn here.
Nevertheless, we are curious about what next winter will bring. To find out we met Mucki of Intersport
Bründl in Saalbach. Not a stone’s throw away from
eva,.

eva, guests also enjoy the pleasures of the "Gunter
Skiing Safaris". Free of charge & with great pleasure.
Through his passion for the mountains and nature,
he discovered yoga for himself. Thrilling. Recommendable.

NEW in winter 2016|17
· Schönleitenbahn: modern 10-seat gondola
· 10-seat Zwölfer Express: new gondola connects Zwölferkogel and training lifts in the area of West Gipfel
· Conversion of Oberschwarzach lift into a double poma lift
· Reservoir pond Asitz II in Leogang: with a capacity of
about 74,000 sqm at the Ansitz middle station in Leogang.

Just ask for Gunter at Reception.
#vitalcoach
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MUCKI’S FLYWEIGHTS.
UNSERE WINTER HARD FACTS:

"Generally many new designs will come up, technological updates and" – he pauses – "this winter
the lightness of being will return." The lightness of
being? What does that mean to a layman?
"For professionals too, all materials become lighter,
lose weight. To ease movements in the snow," Mucki
says excitedly.
What more can you tell our guests headed for the
slopes?

We come straight to the point. Mucki, tell us all
about next winter. We barely finish the question before the passionate shop owner is completely absorbed in wintery turns.

NEXT
PAGE

TIP: EVA,ALM.
"The eva,ALM is fantastic.
Unique ambience. Awesome people." And "I am in love with
the incredible eva, burger. I could eat one every day ..."
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AM STOCK GEHEN.

Cruel shoes
... are history.
Despite numerous innovations, the ski boot still is the most important connection between skier and ski.
"Here we bet on a good shoe-fitting. A shoe must fit perfectly. Comfort and stability should balance out,
regardless of skill level or standards. Comfort, stability and correct fit go into a winning equation for makers
of ski equipment." No doubt about what really matters. With the help of heat and many nifty tricks, the shoe
is customized to meet the needs of each customer. After all, our feet are in them for hours. "For the sake of
unspoiled winter joy, you shouldn’t feel the slightest pressure. Sporty skiers want more stability for direct
power transmission on the edges of the ski. Easy-going skiers like more comfort and flexibility," says the
expert. Shoes also can be custom-fit later on.
If the shoe pinches, just pop into Intersport Bründl in the pedestrian zone in downtown Saalbach.
At Intersport Bründl you benefit from a fitting accuracy guarantee.
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AFFORDABLE RENTABLES.
EVERY DAY ANOTHER TASTY MORSEL.
It’s so easy. In today’s "sharing economy", you also
share the skis. Whichever. No matter for how long.
Better still: You can choose a new pair of the latest
planks every day. That’s how the contemporary winter sports story goes. Service has always been the
key to success.

Free exchange for a different model
Free ski depot
Free right of withdrawal
Settlement on daily basis
Rental fees include break insurance
Kids up to 10 years of age are free of charge when
both parents rent skis
Rent for seven days, pay for six days
50% discount for kids
20% discount for teenagers
Free helmet for kids
Group discounts
Computer-aided security setting
High-end ski service

GEE. EVA, GUESTS HAVE A REAL FINE TIME.
At eva, you can arrange for the ski rental together with
your booking. And lock in a 12% discount. Just click on
the link on your booking and the rental is organized.
Mission accomplished. The fitting on site is a piece of
cake.
ALPINE CHILD ALLOWANCE.
All kids up to age 10 are included in the parents’ ski rental. Dear parents, that's the way it is with the partners
of eva,. Respect!
RENTAL RAVE.
For groups with 10 people upwards the ski rental is a
real feast. A 20% discount is yours straight away. This
"group madness" has earned lots of followers.
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STAFF
@WORK.

IN WORDS
& PICTURES.

Day after day
Moni juggles the figures
with a smile.

MONIKA | IN MANY WAYS 2009 WAS AN SPECIAL YEAR.

THE TEAM BROKE LOOSE AT HEUTAL.

The Alm was taken over and developments and
upgrades followed. Last but not least, our lady of
numbers applied for a job. Admittedly, it was a brief
interview. Hans proved his profound knowledge of
human nature. You can trust this woman.

Last summer it came to the crunch. The whole managing team went to lovely Heutal. Sounds cozy, but it
really wasn’t.
The task was obvious. Obstacles were put in the
team's way. Swinging treasure chests had to be recovered jointly, real challenges mastered and shared
goals achieved.

So "number-crunching Moni" became a steady and
important part of the eva, Family. But that’s not all.
For seven years her desk has been in the office of the
general management. Happy Hans! Some say there's something unusual behind this seating arrangement. Besides mastering numbers, Moni turned out
to be a real Christmas cookie expert. Good reason
for sweet-tooth Hans to offer her a seat in the front
row of the eva, Stage. She’s also enthusiastic about
picking mushrooms – porcini are her personal favorites.

During the blind tour, we experienced new levels of
trust. Till then we had known only blind tastings.
But this required solutions. No one could have done
it along. Together we succeed. "We are simply a dream team," say Daniela, Eva and Hans with pride.

"That did us good – break out and take on a different
perspective."

A welcome distraction from the monthly tax reporting date. At high noon on the 15th of every month,
taxes are due. "That certainly is a special day," she
says, with her eyes closed.

"Now I understand the importance of leadership
skills and team spirit."
"The team means a lot to me – I really appreciate
eva, investing so much time and money in its staff."

We understand. Shut your eyes and go for it! "No,
no!" she laughs. "All eva, hotels are as sound as a
bell. It’s just a load of work for one day, no time to
get bored." She tells the inside story.
And they all know. You better be on good terms with
number-crunching Moni. It can't hurt. If it’s about an
urgent advance or finance-related advice, she's the
one who juggles all the numbers with a smile.

AWESOME STAFF PARTY.
Where else if not at eva, the staff celebrates hilarious
team parties. "Work hard, play hard." That’s important to us. Competence on the job distinguishes our
team. Sometimes we just put aside our work roles.
Then we see each other at a different, personal level," says Dani happily.

"Our company figures have a soul," says happy
Hans. The pleasant anticipation of Christmas cookies sparkles in his eyes.
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1+1=2 || 5-3=2 || 10:2=5
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LOVELY.
GOOD. VERSATILE.
THE EVA,BEAUTY SHOP.

Eva the mother of smiles, has an unerring sense for
human yearnings. Her very personal advice on care
and products brings a smile to everyone's face.

#evabeauty
Natural. Beauty. Heartful.
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Hold onto unique moments. If you wish, you can
share these moments with other friends of eva,.
facebook.com/eva.hotels
instagram.com/evahotels

Brumm
Brumm ...

©Rotwild

ti 's Mini Time.

JOY ON PEDALS.

EVA, BIKE BENEFITS.

EVA, BIKE PACKAGES

SAVE THE DATE 2017.

Uncountable trails, never-ending uphill climbs and
adrenaline-saturated downhill runs. Saalbach and
biking simply go together. Ever since pioneer times,
when the hotel director Hans shot to the summit on a
steel steed. Today, thanks to the mountain railways,
you can reach higher realms without sweat in order
to savor awesome trails.

A biking holiday should be uncomplicated.
Your biking benefits:

For cruiser or attacker. Within the bike-circus Saalbach
Hinterglemm everyone finds the perfect route. A relaxing massage at eva, Spa. Aaaaaah! Wellness at its best!

30.06.2017 – 02.07.2017
The Mini. Yes, it's more than just a car. It’s a lifestyle. Every year Mini fans gather at eva,VILLAGE. The
motto is no less than Olympic: "taking part is what
counts".

Guided mountain bike & freeride tours with bike guide
Secure bike garage
Bike wash and service station
Tooling equipment & mounting rack
Sportswear laundry service
Touring map with road atlas of the entire bike region
Free download of GPS tours
Daily energy package
Bike info corner
10% discount on rentals in all bike’n soul shops
Help with route planning

For the touring biker, enduro biker or freerider, Saalbach is the playground and eva,VILLAGE the biking
enthusiast’s home base.
There's something for everyone, bike’n soul guide
included.
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Our safe bet: A tasty eva,ALM burger is absolutely
amazing after an exhausting tour.

GOOD TO KNOW.
The eva, Mini Cooper S Convertible is waiting for the
fresh-air fanatic who's ready to explore Glemmtal valley, the Kitzbühel Alps and Pinzgau with the top down.
An enjoyable day of cruising. A hot tip. Rent the mini.

BIKE WEEK eva,VILLAGE
7 nights from €€ 627.00 per person
01.06.2017 – 08.10.2017
BIKE BREAK eva,VILLAGE
3 nights from €€ 323.00 per person
01.06.2017 – 08.10.2017

Providing true #evamoments. Capturing these moments is strongly recommended.
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APRICOT PARADISE.
Wachau – always worth a "pippin" trip.
For our homemades!
Like apricot jam, apricot sorbet, ...

OVERTAKEN BY THE PEDAL PUSHER!
Electrified across the grassy hills.
This trend is unstoppable.

IT'S YOGA TIME.
At special spots in the mountains.
Exploring: Just discover the world briefly.
The mountains, nature, life.
Für unsere Homemades.
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